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AhstraeL fn 1979 Kirkpatrick olbtained apractically feasible algorithm for planar region location 
working in linear space and logarithmic time, provided the regions are bounded by straight line 
segments. No algorithm requiring only linear spare and log-polynomial time was knoTwin, soCar, for 
generai phmnar region location, i.e. for the case where regions are bounded by curves more 
complicated than straight line segments. As main result of this paper such an algorithm is 
pre&ented. 
1. ~~odu~aln aud pre~iua~gs 
The central notion in this paper is that of a region: A regkvz R is a siimply 
connected, closed and bounded subset of the Euclidean plane such that 
(i) any hue parallel to the y-axis intersects R in at most two points or is a taugena 
line, and 
(ii) there are algorithms & r and a such that 
(a) I yields in lo(l) steps YJ. left en.dpoint of R which we denote by I(I?); 
(b) r yields in O(1) steps a right endpoint of R which F;; denote by r,(Z); 
(~4) if p is any point whose x-comdinate is between the x-coordinates of I(R) and 
r(iR ), then, GI (JR!, p) yields in O( 1) time ‘beiow ‘$, ‘in’, or ‘above’, depending on whether 
p is below, in, or above R. 
Typical regiiom are triangles, rectmgles, convex polygons with a bounded number 
of edges, circles, segments of circles, etc. 
In our definition of region and throughout this paper we choose the y-axis as 
prefered. axis. Everything to be said is of course also true if x- and y-axis are 
consistently interchanged; Our aim in this paper is to develop a data structure which 
allows us ,to preprocess acollection of n nob-over1ap~~ir.g regions such that the regim 
~uc~fion problem (or region location query) for an arbitrary poi,tt p can be answered 
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efficiently, i,e rhe region to which p belongs (if it exists) can be determined 
efficiently. 
The region location problem has attracted considerable attention i 1 the past ShCe 
it occws as subproblem of many important questions, such as e.g. 
(a) the post-office problem (also called nearest neighbor probiem!, see e.g. Knutb 
ET], Shamos [13], and Maurer and Gttmann [ll], 
(b) the near neighbor problem see e.g. i3entley and Maurer [I], ant Preparata 1121 
and 
(c) the contour problem, see Lipski, Preparata [9]. 
A first sti’iution to the region location problem was obtailjed by Dobkin and Lipton 
[2] using a ‘s!ab technique’, requiring O(n’) space and G(P~~) preprocessing, ‘but 
requiring only O(log n) time for queries. 
For regions botuded by straight-line segments a space-optimal (i..e. O(n) space) 
soltiion v4fh O(log2 n) query time was given by Lee and Preparata in [S]. This was 
improved by ingenious methods to O(log n) query time by Lipton and Tarjan [IO]. A 
practically feasible method with same space and time bounds was finally developed 
by Kirkpatrick [6]. This result essentially settles the region location problem for 
polygonal regions. However, none of the techniques mentioned above (except for 
the initial ‘slab technique’) carries over to arbitrary regions. 
The best solution so far for the genera? region location problem is due to Preparata 
[12], who obtains, via a clever refinement of the ‘slab technique’, an algorithm 
running in O(log n) time and requiring O(n log n) space. Preparata’s algorithm has 
two significant drawbacks: 
(i) it is quite complicated and not easy to implement, and 
(ii) it uses more than (O(n) space. 
This paper introduces a space-optimal algorithm for the region location problem, 
the only linear space algorithm with ‘reasonable’ (i.e. polynomial in log n) query time 
known to date. 
0 ur algorithm is applicable to a number of special region location problems. It can 
be clrried over ito dynamic situations by using any of a variety of known dynamiza- 
tiorb methods that dyaamize by splitting the static data structure (these methods are 
also applicable to Preparata’s and Kirkpatrick’s methods), or by balancing the 
structure. The lat;er method yields the best known solution for dynamii: rectangle 
location (i.e. the regions are all non-overl.ap;ping rectilinearly-oriented rlectangles). 
We discuss these dynamization aspects at the end of this paper. 
Before starting our technical sections, al few notational remarks are convenient. 
Por a point p, p x and py denote its X- and y-coordinate, respectively. Thus, for a 
region R, the left endpoint q of R is the poiat with coordinate,s f(H), and I(R),,, i.e. 
4 = !W),, 00,). 
A region 21 is below a r4:gion R2 (and RI2 is above RI) if a line I parallel to the 
y-axis exists which intersect3 both RI and R, and, along ?, MI is below R2 (R2 is above 
JJ I). Observe that if RI and & are non-overlapping, and RI is belciw RZ. along a line 1 
pilrallel to the y -aris, then Rr is below R2 along each such line. 
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2. A space-optimal solution 
In this section we reduce the region location problem in two steps to a simpler 
problem which we term ‘low-point’ problem. Using an efficient algorithm for the 
low-point problem we obtain a space-optimal solution for the region locatiosi 
problem for n non-overlapping regions: Using O(n) space, O(n log n) preprocessing 
time and O(log3 n) time for answering a query is shown to suffice. 
8 We first require the notion of n skewered regions: We call n non-overlapping 
regions &ewered if there is ! line (the skewer) parallel to ;!Y y-axis me’eting each of 
the regisns. ,(Note the Gmilarity to the St:-ncture in [3].) ‘ihe skewered-regions 
problem is the region location problem for n skewered regions. Its significance for 
the (general) region location prob’em is due to tihe fallowing result. 
&Lemma 2.1. If A’ is an algorithm which solves the wgion locatil, . . problem involving n 
skewered regions with preprocessing P’(n) = fl(n) n log n, stwage S”(n) = fi(rsjr: and’ 
query time Q’(n) (where fi and fi al-e strictly positive, non-decreasing functions), then 
an algorithm A for the region problem involving n regions can be obtained wit/z 
preprocessin,g P(n) = O(P’(n)), ,F!orage S(n) = O(S’(n)) and query time Q(n) = 
O(Q’(n) log n). 
Proof. Let C be a collection of II non-overlapping regions and let Z -: 
(I(R), IM in C}u(rp(R), 1 R in C} be the set of all endpoints of regions in C. We will 
assume 
Z = al, 
that 2 consists of 2n distinct values which we list, in ascending order, as 
a2, II . . , a2,. Let m =&a, + a n+l) and let g be the line x = m. Let 
Cl = {R in C 1 R is to the left of g}, 
CZ = {R in C 1 g intersects R}, 
C3 = {R in C 1 R is to the right of g]. 
The skewer tree for C is a tree with root W i:inose value is m, whose lleft subtree is 
the skewer tree for C1 and whose righi subtree is the skewer tree for C3, Further CZ, a 
set of skewered regions (suitably ,creprocessed for skewered-region queries using 
algorithm A’) is also e%sociated with W. Obxz~e that IC,l< jn, ICs] 4 in, and /CZ) =G n.
To answer a region location query for a point q using such a skewer tree we carry 
out: a skewered+egion query for q in C2 requiring time 0(0’(n)); in alddition, we 
carry out a region location query for q in the region tree corresponding to either Cl or 
C3 depending on whether qx < m or qX > m. Evidently, Q(n) = C&z) -+O(Q’(n I), i.e. 
Q(rr ) = ‘0(8’(n) log n ). We clearly have P(n) = O(n log n) -+ P(nr ), where &z S is the 
time required for the preprocessing of the s’rp -wered regions_ Sinoe no region is 
sk;ewered twice we have 
cii(n)G C P’(ni) C fi(n) lCBs a C n. 
II~+.!Q+‘**fn,=n Pl,+nzt.~-+n,=rl 
sfi(nIn log n, 
consequlantl~~ Vn) = Q(P’(n )) whicil completes the proof. 
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V#e next introduce an auxiliary problem, the low-point problem. We show in 
.Lemma 2.2 how solutions to that problem lead to solutions for the skewered-regions 
lprsbfem and hence, by Lemma 2.1, to the region problem. By exhibi+ng in Lemma 
2.3 a space efficient algorithm for the low-point problem we obtain :: ; Theorem 2.4 
the space efficient algorithm for the region problem mentioned ear&r. 
Coitsider a set P of n points in the plane. For convenience, we assume that all 
.x-coordinates and all y-coordinates are distinct. A low-point query consists8 of a 
Ipoint 4 and yields as answer that point of P with minimal y-coordinate which is to the 
left and above 4 (if such a point exists). Fig. 1 illustrates that for P = { pl, ~2, . . . , pa} 
and q as shown, p3 is the desired point. 
The next lemma establishes 
skewered-regions problem. 
Fig. 1. 
the connection between the low-point and the 
Lemma 2.2. ;iny algorithm A” for the low-pointproblem involving n points with query 
time C?“(n), preprocessing time P”(n) = fi(n)n log n and stooge requirement S”(n) = 
fi(n)n gives rise to an algorithm A’ for the skewered-regions probiem involving n 
regions with query time (Q’(n) = 0(8”(n) log n), preprocessing time f ‘(n, = O(P”(n)) 
and storage requirement S’(n) = O(S”(n)). (As in Lemma 2.1 fi and f2 are strictly 
positive, non-decreasing functions.) 
Proof, Consider a set C of n regions skewered by a line g and sor’ted as RI, 
R 2, . . . , R, sucta that lRi is below R,+l for i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1. Let pi, p& . . . , p; be 
the left endpoints of the regions RI, R29 . . . , R,, respectively. Let I be a line parahel 
to the y-axis pbing through the leftmcst of the points pi, pi, . . . , p>. (See Fig. 2(a) 
for an example.) 
To understand our algorithm, consider a line h parallel to the x-axif; above R, 
(indicated a3 dashed line in Fig. 2(a)) and imagine each region .Ri extended to the left 
up to the line h as Eoll~ows: through the left endpoint pi of the region Ri dlraw a line 
U~NYMYJ and parallel to the y-axis until the line either meets the bottom curve of some 
regicJn or until it n=;:ets he line h. (The lines at issue are indicated as dashed lines in 











Fig. 2(a).) In this way we have associated with each region iai a curve ci bocalding tha; 
region from below (indicated solidly III Fig. 2(a) for R3) such that a point 4 above ci 
lcannot xcur In any region Rj with j smaller than i. 
Consider now a set of n points defined by P = {pi = Ixj, i) 1 xi is x-coordinate of JJ;‘, 
for i ranging from 1 to n). The set of points corresponding to pi, ph, . . . , p; cd Fig. 
2(a) is shown in Fig. 2(b). Observe that the y-coordinates of pk is smaller than the one 
of pi but the situation is the other way round for p4 aad ps. 
Consider the set P preprocessed for an algorithm A for low-point queries in P. We 
are now ready to describe how WC locate a point 4 = (qx, q,,) between the lines 1, h, at:d 
g among the regions R 1, Rz, . . . , R,. (The cases that 4 is left of I, right of g, or above Jz 
are either trivial or treated analogously,) At e;::h stage we will try to locate 4 among 
the Iregions Ri, Ri+l, e . . , Rj (initially i is equa; to 1 and j is equdl to K 3. We IC t 
m = $(i +I) and conside; the relative position of cl,/ with respect o R,,. Two ccwzs are 
distinguished: 
c&se I : q is to the right of pk (the left endpoirpl; of _R,+, !. We test whether (I is in il,, 
(in which case we are fi,nished), whether Q is belovgl R, Cin which case we continue our 
location algorithm for the legions RI, R2, . . . , &,. _1), or whether 9 is abov: R,,, (in 
which case the location algorithm is continued fax the regions R, +1, R,,,.z,, . . - q Ri). 
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Case 2 : 4 is to ‘[he left of pk. In this case 4 cannot be in R,. If it occurs at all in one 
of the regions, it must occur either 
(a)~ in o’ne of RI, RX,. . . , IL.-t or 
(b) in one of R, rl, Rm+2,. . . , Rk 
To determine which of (a) or (1,) bolls, we check whether 4 occurs 1, $10~ c,,, or not., 
(In Fig. 2(a) (11 ischecked agains,: ~3.) 11 Rk is the lowest region above R, exterding 
further left than 8q (in the exampile of Fig. 2(a) k is equal to 6), then 4 is: below c,: iff 4 
is below Rka Thus it remains tl’, determine the value k. But this cnn be done by 
performing a low-point query fcjr 4’ = (4, m) in P yielding a point pk ((and hence the 
deshed region f;!k) in O(Q”(n)) steps by assumption. 
Since Ca:!es 1 and 2 together are carried out at most log n! times (aiter log ,n steps 
we have at most on,e region Ueft), and since Case 1. requires O(1) steps and Case :! 
requires O(t.?“(,)) steps, we have Q’(n) = O(Q”(ra) log I:) as desired. The bounds fo;r 
P’(n) and S’(n) are clearly as stated which compleiies the proof. 
We now prese%~ a space efficient algorithm for the low-point ql,lery and, by Lemma 
2.2, for the s kew ered -region query. 
Lemma 2.3. A set P iif n poirzts can be preprocessed in time P”(n :! = O(n log n) !Gtoia 
data structure of site S”(n) = O(n), such that each lon+p&tqulery can be carried out in 
C)(log n) steps. 
Proof. As before,, we assume that all #-coordinates and all y-coordinates are distinct 
and strictly positive. Our algorithm .is obtained by combining the ‘locus approach’ 
(i.e. the idea of regions of constant answer) with the polygon location algorithm .of 
Kirkpatrick [6]. 
Consider the set of n points P sorted is iascending order by y-coordinate, 
P=Pl,Pz,...r ,pn. Let R be an axis-parallel rectangle containing all of P, Associa!te, 
for i ranging from 1 to n, to each point yl a region Mi as follows: 
&ii is that part of Hz below and to the right of pi which is not yet in Ml v Mi r~ 9 l : u 
A&-1. Observe that each Al, is defined by two half-rays starting at pi, each producf:ng 
exactly one new intersection point. Thus, after carrying out the described processifor 
Pl, Pa, - - * , pn, we have a straight-line subdivision of R with exactly 4 + 3n vertices. 
The situation is depicted for 6 points in Fig. 3. 
The crucial observation is that a point 4 is in Mi if and only if the low-point 
query for 4 yielids as answer pi. l%u:s, to solve a low-point query for 4 we just have 
to carry out a polygon location algorithm in the straight-line subdivision of R 
given by the 4+3n points. By the algorithm of Kirk.patri% 163, this can be done in 
8(log n) stqx using O(n) spwe and Cb(n log n) preprocessing which completes 
the proof. 
We now have obtai& the main theorem of this paper. 
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Fig. 3. 
Thlesrem 2A Region location in a collectLon of n non-overlapping regions can be 
carried out in time Q(n) = 0(lsg3 n), using a data structure requiring O(n ifig n) 
pre,prc,cessinll and O(n) space. 
Proof. Combine Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and Lemma 2.3. 
3. Remarks and alpplications 
In the preceding section, a new data structure supporting igenerai region location. in 
the plane has been introduced. The significance of this problem (and therefore of the 
(structure) stems from the reduction of a number of geometric problems to certain 
‘types of region location. 
Our solution is well suited for practical situations, since it requires only linear 
!;pace and is quite simply implemented. “We would like to mention briefly one type of 
region location that occurs as subproblem for computing the contour of a set of 
vertical and horizontal line segments which was investigated by Lipski and Preparata 
191. 
Given a set of non-overlapping rectilinearly-oriented rectangles as set cf regions, 
deteil:mine t!he rectangle a query point is in. Since the regions are known to be 
rectangles, the reduction to the low-point problem (see Lemma 2.2) is not necessary 
which saves a factor log v in time for answering a query. 
Hence, w:e have: a solution for the static rectangle location problem with linear 
space and G(log’ ,fa1) query time. Another advantag,e of working without 5e low- 
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point structure is the possibility to dynamize by balancing the skewer tree. A similar 
approach as undertaken by Edelsbrunner [4] who used a method developed by 
Willard [14] showing that balancing yields a dynamic solution wrth tim: O(log* n) for 
insertion, deletion, and answertng a query. 
This is she best sc’:utiorn for dynamc rectangle location 1 t W;I to dti he. Dynamiza- 
tion methods that split the static structure in a number of sn ::er strr tuses imply an 
additional factor log n in the query time which makes them Ic.ss in:.;resting in this 
situp tion. 
Additional applications can be found in Edelsbrunner and ML,trer [5] which is an 
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